2017:

- An Introduction to the Generalized Riemann Integral and Its Role in Undergraduate Mathematics Education by Ryan Bastian
- Sacred and Secular Law: Frederick Douglass’s religious and constitutional defense of abolition by Allison Brosky
- Significance of Posture in Relation to Falls in the Elderly by Jessica Brown
- “To Dissolve the Barbarous Spell”: The Significance of Female Education in Eighteenth-Century English Literature by Emily Cardwell
- Understanding Suicide in the Navajo Population by Emily Donahue
- Republican virtue and vice: the political teachings of Shakespeare’s Rome by Joshua Frey
- Decidedly Absent: A Memoir of a Totally Average College Student with a Peculiarity for Drama by Emily Kaiser
- The Dishonest Salesperson Problem by Grace McCourt
- History Versus Film: An Examination of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Rhetoric and Ava DuVernay’s Selma by Bethany Meadows
- Terror Management Theory: Love, Loss, and Regret by Dendara Oakleaf
- Pumping Iron: Exploring the systemic impacts of dietary iron and fat in mice by Alyssa Predota
- Characterization of Bacteriophages by Amy Shuster
- Revisiting the Relationship between Religion and Altruism by Lydia Smith
- Generalizations and Properties of the Ternary Cantor Set and Explorations in Similar Sets by Rebecca Stettin
- Music and the Classroom: Using Music to Teach Content Area Lessons in Elementary Education by Patrice Sullivan
- Handbook for Adapting Physical Education Activities for Students with Cognitive Disabilities by Kayle Timura
- Generation of Alpha and Elimination of Beta: The EMH vs. Market Neutral Hedge Funds by Austin Williams

2016:

- Aligning Educational Standards to the Education of Academically Talented Students by Kelly Crowl
- Job Satisfaction of Sports Information Directors by Nolan Dilts
- Exploring Factors Impacting the Decision to Disclose Sexual Orientation: A Qualitative Study of Older Gays and Lesbians in Ohio by Stephanie Julian
- A Comparison of Scalia and the Founders on How to Interpret the Constitution by Ivan Larson
- Effects of Aerobic and Mental Exercises on College Students’ Stress by Ashley Lorah
- The 1997 Thai Financial Crisis: Causes and Contentions by Kelly Ranttila
- Tacit Coordination: The Profile of a Coordinator by Emily Shrider
2015:

- Click for the Campus Store: Development of an Online Public Relations Campaign for the AU Campus Store by Alexis Berdine
- The Effects of Code-switching: How the Novel *Bless Me, Ultima* Reinforces the Importance of the Chicano Culture by Alaina Berry
- The Long-Term Viability of Equity Crowdfunding by Emily Bosley
- Constant Speed Versus Constant Effort: Which is the more efficient way to run? by Joseph Scott Glorioso
- Not a Killer, Soldier, or Subject: Frederick Douglass and American Citizenship by Zachary Hoffman
- Excellence and Envy: Plutarch on the Difficulties of Leading the People by Jaclyn Horn
- Synthesis and Characterization of Resorcinarene-Core Polylactide/Polyethylene Glycol Star Block Copolymers by William Horn
- Smart Meets Social: Teachers' Perceptions of Interactive Whiteboards and Interactions by Mollie Jeck
- An Analysis of the Altman Z-Score: An Application to the Airline Industry by Leslie Johnson
- The Affective Forecasting Error: Predicting Negative Affect by Amanda Mayes
- Factors that Influence Peer Grading by Mary Moeller
- Sieve Bootstrap-Based Prediction Intervals within GARCH Processes by Garrett Tresch

2014:

- Alpha-crystallin Expression and Compensation Patterns in Zebrafish by Joshua Allman
- Is the Defendant Guilty? The Effects of the Perception of Aggression on Juror Decision Making by Samantha Diemer
- "Being There:" Cormac McCarthy’s Fatherhood by Spencer Dolezal
- Manning the Empire: The Pedagogical Function of Sherlock Holmes and Phileas Fogg in the Late Victorian Period by Naomi Eberly
- Lullabies and Sleepless Nights by Erika Gallion
- “That That Nation Might Live:” Lincoln's Biblical Allusions in the Gettysburg Address by Joseph Griffith
- Integrating ELL Teaching Techniques and Curriculum into the Mainstream Classroom: How to Fully Include English Language Learners in a Classroom Community by Alicia Hilmoe
- Development of a Rubik's Cube Solving Application for Android Devices by Morgan Mirtes
- Embodied Relationships: Does the Act of Hugging Influence an Individual's Feelings toward His or Her Romantic Partner, Family, or Friends? by Amanda Mosley
- An Olfactory Enrichment Study at the Ashland Cat Shelter by Alicia Myatt
- Leadership in Sport: The Key to Success by Alexander Sheil
- Social Business in Guatemala by Stefanie Stoops

2013:
• A Unique Approach to Learning: A View of Two Schools' Application of Multiple Intelligences by Brandy Alexander
• Isolation and Characterization of a Suspected Phytoalexin from Wilted Red Maple Leaves by Jared Baisden
• A Cross Cultural Comparison of Brazilian and American Math Curricula by Larissa Berry
• Divorce and Perceptions of Conflict by Rachel Carson
• The Person in Purgatory: The Advantages of Thomistic Hylemorphism by Conner Darsee
• McCarthy’s Fatherhood: An Examination of Fatherhood in The Road by Spencer Dolezal
• A Reckoning of Strange Rain and Invisibly Growing Petals: An Essay Collection by Paul Dyczkowski
• Synthesis, Characterization, and Degradation of Multi-Armed Calixarene-Core Polylactide Star Polymers by Anna Falls
• Family Caregivers of Loved Ones with Aphasia: How They are Affected and How We Can Help by Lauren Goossens
• "True to a Single Object": The Character of Tadeusz Kosciuszko by Lindsey Grudnicki
• The Effects of Ostracism on Intrinsic Motivation: A Manipulation of Social Context by Sarah Guarino
• Differential Gene Expressions of Piccolo (PCLO) in Mouse and Zebrafish Brain by Lindsey Knapp
• Measuring Halogenated Flame Retardants by Silicone Tubing Microextraction by Megan Liggett
• Effectiveness of Anti-Bullying Practices in Elementary Schools: Current Literature and a Sample of Northeast
• Ohio Administrative and Staff Perceptions by Nicole Marchetta
• Johnson Brother's Rubber Company Database Systems Upgrade: An Undergraduate Information Systems Project by Justin Nolan
• Applications of the Sieve Bootstrap Method by Caitlin Music
• The Early Bird: How Twitter has Fueled a Perpetual Media Race by Tyler Remmel
• Improving Motivation and Needs Satisfaction of Employees in the Hospitality and Food Service Industries by Theresa Riley
• The Relationship between Students' Financial Responsibility for College and Levels of Academic Motivation and Success by Amber Weaver
• Fun with Farey: An Exploration of the Mediant Sequence by Robert Woodward

2012:
• Sacred Metalcore: A Worship, Culture, & Missiology Study of the Christian Metal Scene by Paul Lattimer
• Analysis of Bacterial Abundance and Species Diversity in Various Soils by McKenzie Roth

2011:
• VIEWNU, L.L.C. Business Plan by Corey Barnett
• Exploring the Platonic Relationship Between Probability and Yahtzee by Kara Biltz
- Transcendental Metaphysics and Beauty by Keith Darsee
- Identifying Novel Regulatory Regions of the Zebrafish αBb-crystallin Promoter by Amy Drossman
- "Where ya Bean?" A Coffee Shop Bakery Business Plan by Jeanne DuBois
- *International Students’ Perceptions of University Assistance with their Social Adjustment* by Sarah Ebinger
- Good Questions, Better Tools: A Guidebook for Fledgling Grant Writers by Sara Garska
- *Heracles and the Foundings of Sparta and Rome* by Nicholas Granitz
- An Alternative Measure of Federal Indebtedness by Sarah Muse
- "The Most Barefaced Attempt at Censorship": Examining the Nye Accusations of Hollywood Interventionist Propaganda before Pearl Harbor by Allison Shuman
- Where the Wild Things Were: Tackling the Teeth of Costume Design by Sean Smith
- Fruits of the Faith: Reading Jesus' Parables from an Agricultural Perspective by Michelle Conti Tucker
- The Toxic Effects of Atrazine and Permethrin as a Mixture by Phillip Wages

2010:

- A Study of Diversity of Curriculum in Ohio by Ashley Carpenter
- Should the Criminal Go Free Because the Constable Blundered? by Amber Chase
- Investigation of Carbon Wire X-pinach Backlighting for Pulsed Power Driven Exploding Wire Experiments by Sean McGraw
- Unnatural Law: Contraception, Homosexuality, and the Natural Law by Tyler Millhouse
- Of Gods and Men: A Political Study of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar by Robinson O'Brien-Bours
- Duns Scotus or Dunce Scotus: A Critical Evaluation of Radical Orthodoxy's Account by Christopher Williams

2009:

- "You Must Know How to Live in Africa": Lessons of Humanity, Love, and Forgiveness in South Africa by Angela Cook
- Land That I Love: Searching for Beauty in America’s Political Principles by Joe D'Andrea

2008:

- Using Painting as a Cathartic Release for Victims of Domestic Violence and People Overcoming Grief by Rachel Biglin
- 'No Child Left Inside' and Ecotourism as Public Relations Tactics: The Case of Malabar Farm State Park by Katherine Blackley
- Motivation in the Workplace: Examining Goal Setting and Expectancy Theories of Motivation by Megan McDowell
- Critiquing the Medical Model: Why We Think Madness Is Illness by Daniel Oliver
- The Inherent Value of Animals and the Role of Man: The Christian Case Against Animal Experimentation by Kristen Sikora
• The Morality of Killing in Self-defense: A Christian Perspective by Jonathan Spelman
• American and German Airborne Forces in World War II by Laureen Thompson

2007:
• The Use of Facilitated Communication Training by Individuals with Autism: A Fight for Validation by Holly Aurand
• United States Cuban Relations: Past, Present, and Future by Heather Imboden
• Good Medicine: The Founders' View of Faction in Federalist 10 and the Progressive Response by James Kresge
• Masquerade: Lyric and Narrative Form in Poetry, A Self Study by Laura May
• The Clash of Two Swords: King Henry IV and Pope Gregory VII by Erin Murray
• You Have the Right to Remain Silent: A Journalist's Right to Keep Their Sources Confidential by Kristina Philips
• 'A well ordered home is my chief delight': Abigail Adams on Women, Family, and Politics in the American Republic by Melissa Siman
• Foundations of Praise by Amy Wagner

2006:
• The Lives We Live by Gina Berila
• The Hands of a Healer - J.R.R. Tolkien's Understanding of Kingship by Lauren Calco
• William McKinley and the American Regime by Allan Carey
• Beyond the Cellophane A Poetic Manuscript and Critical Analysis by Andrea Haynes
• What Impact Has Internet Buying Had on Traditional College Bookstores and How Can They Compete? by Kristina Hendershot
• Differentiating Gender Differences in Christian Missions: A Study of Kingsolver's The Poisonwood Bible by Sarah Moyer
• The Dictates of Conscience: The Debate Over Religious Liberty in Revolutionary Virginia by Deborah O'Malley
• Sylphish A Poetry Collection and Analysis by Jessica Ponto
• Liberty of Conscience: A Discussion of a Reformed View of the Separation of Church and State Through the Writings of the Puritans, William Perkins and Roger Williams by Leah Sammons
• Yes, I think it is a very unique relationship.' A Look into Peer-Assisted Student Development by Samantha Stroud
• The Relationship Between Early Memories and Later Adjustment Problems by Jessica York

2005:
• Beauty: The Metaphysical Form of the Feminine by Rebecca S. Apple
• Early History of the Identification and Designation of the New Testament Canon by Betsey J. Arnold
• Mill: On Liberty, Utilitarianism and the Non-Sovereignty of the Individual by Frederick T. Bills
- Population Dynamics of Daphnia sp. In Sites Lake, Richland Co. by Kristina J. Carlson
- Improvisation and Self-Emancipation by Carolyn D. Garris
- Study of the Effects of Valproic Acid on Xenopus Laevis by Michael W. Hull
- Strain-dependent Ability of HSV-1 to Bind dsRNA Varies With Number of N-Terminal Arginines In Viral Protein ICP34.5 and Replication is Affected in a Strain-dependent Manner by the Presence or Absence of Cellular Protein TIA-1 by Julie R. Jeyaratnam
- The Ethical Foundations for America's Foreign Policy by Patricia M. McClellan
- International Marketing: Culture's Impact on the Marketing Mix by Kimberly K. Miller
- The Ontology of the Feminine as Found in the Fiction of C.S. Lewis by Lisa M. Otten
- Faith, Hope and Charity: The Philosophical Thought of Richard Hooker by Sean S. Templeton